
Christine Hassing 
39920 14th Avenue, Bloomingdale, MI 49026 | (269) 720-0130 | ckhred30@gmail.com  

Objective 

To utilize my empathetic listening and creative writing skills to inspire, lead and advocate for alternative 
holistic healing methodologies for individuals suffering from PTSD, with a primary focus on military 
veterans and the positive healing benefits of service dogs.     

Core Qualifications 

Listener    Creative Training and Development Results-Oriented 

Flexibility and Adaptability  Intuitive Facilitation of Groups  Fosters Collaboration 

Staff/ Mentee  Development  Cultural Sensitivity   Multi-Task Management   

Takes Action and Initiative   Informed Decision-Making  Leadership Courage 

Pursuer of Learning   Verbal and Written Communication Training Plan Design  

Change Agent    Resourceful Problem-Solving  Builds Relationships 

Characteristics of Servant-Leadership  

· As I expand actions towards what I conceptualize for social change, I must always listen first.   The storytellers 

and stakeholders will guide the pathway down which I can co-create and be a leading advocate for positive 

societal changes to occur.  I am committed to the growth of people, for it is through others who have been 

committed to my growth that I have been able to increase my awareness in how I can lead, inspire, and advocate 

for those whose voices are not easily heard.   Because I have known the feeling that my voice is not worthy, I 

empathize for and can compassionately hear those who feel they cannot find the words to speak.   Because I have 

found healing to speak my voice, I can be an effective steward for others who desire to communicate without 

being receivers of judgment or rejection.  I also know that in sharing my healing journey, I can inspire others to 

find within themselves their own capability to heal.   I can persuade individuals through my creative writing 

skills to increase their awareness and alter their perceptions from miss or no understanding to sensitivity and 

support.   My foresight says that military veterans and other individuals journeying with pain, trauma, sorrow, 

and despair who have found hope can reach those who have found despair.  I am the bridge.  Between those that 

can give voice to their found dignity and ability to function in life again and those who have not yet found theirs 

amidst the deafening noise that continually chants in their mind no one understands; I am alone.   I am the change 

agent to build a growing community of support for military veterans and service animals.   

Education 

MA ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP | AUGUST 2018 | GONZAGA UNIVERSITY 

· Servant-Leadership Concentration; GPA: 4.0 

· Teacher’s Assistant for ORGL 537:  Foresight and Strategy Immersion, June 2018 and April 2019 

· Teacher’s Assistant for ORGL 537: Foresight and Strategy On-Line Learning May-July 2019 

· Capstone: https://www.hopehasacoldnose.com/  

BS STUDENT PLANNED CURRICUUM | DECEMBER 1990 | WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 

· GPA: 3.84 
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Professional Experience 

PUBLICATION 

· Hassing, C. (2016). To the Moon and Back to Me:  What I Learned from Four Running Feet, Self-published 

Memoir. ISBN-10: 0997344911, ISBN-13: 978-0997344912N, 356 p. 

VOLUNTEERISM  

· Board Trustee, Allegan General Hospital ▪ January 2009 – 2017 

· Chair, Personnel Committee for Allegan General Hospital Board ▪ 2011 – 2017 

· Board Member, Finance Committee for Allegan General Hospital ▪ May 2013 – Dec. 2017 

· Board Member, Allegan General Hospital Foundation ▪ 2011 – Sept. 2018 (Vice Chair, Jan. 2018-Sept.) 

· Bloomingdale Public Schools Board Trustee ▪ January 2013 – 2017 (Vice President 2014-2017) 

· Wings of Hope Hospice Volunteer ▪ March 2014 – February 2017 

· Additional volunteer enjoyment: Reading to students in grades K-5, route walking volunteer at holiday 

parades, volunteer head coach of Girls on the Run Program (https://www.girlsontherun.org/) 

LIFE STORY LISTENER, WRITER, AUTHOR 

· Hope has a Cold Nose manuscript in development (veteran warrior life stories and the positive impact 

of service animals in the support and recovery of veterans suffering from PTSD) 

· Legacy life stories and letters for those terminally ill 

· Legacy life stories for the aging, including individuals with early stage Dementia/ Alzheimer’s  

· Healing life stories for individuals struggling with PTSD (military veterans, first response, domestic 

violence) 

Eulogies/ Celebrations of life and obituaries   

GROUP TRAINING / SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 

· Hope Whispers:  Holistic wellness workshops; course design tailored to participant needs to provide 

holistic listening tools and techniques 

· Co-design and facilitation of educational events teaching the healing power of therapy/service dogs 

· Presenter for Professionals Focused on Aging 

· Co-creator of Working Dog Station event  

ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP / SERVANT-LEADERSHIP  

· Consultant for organizations and individuals to provide transformational leader tools and techniques. 

MULTIPLE | PERRIGO COMPANY, DUBLIN, IRELAND | OCTOBER 1991 – OCTOBER 2017 
Director, Supply Chain Optimization  Associate Director, Integrations Supply Chain 

Director, Demand Management   Director, U.S. Distribution 

External Operations Value Stream Manager  Operations Plant Manager  

Procurement Operations Manager  Tablet Master Scheduler 

Promotions Materials Manager   Materials Planning Supervisor 

Procurement Team Lead, ERP Implementation   Buyer/Planner 

Tablet Manufacturing Scheduler  Tablet Manufacturing Clerk  

Conversion Analyst     Packaging Specialist 
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· Expanding upon the responsibilities and capabilities learned from these roles, the following informs the 

positive contribution I can bring: 

o Assessment of current state processes to determine training plan design for integrations/ mergers, 

including analysis of change management factors.  Creation of training plans, including defined 

pre-requisites and demonstrations of understanding.  Training delivery and individual mentorship 

post training.    

o Global relationship management across multiple geographical locations, facilitating knowledge 

sharing forums across and among diverse operational sites. 

Hobbies 

· Weekly blog: Hope’s Spiral Staircase @ https://christinehassing.com  

· Cooking 

· Trail running and marathon/ultra-marathon races 

· Immersion in Nature  

References 

· Dr. John Horsman, Sr. Lecturer and Retired Professor, Leadership Studies 

Gonzaga University 

jhorsman@gonzaga.edu 

(509) 710-3949 

 

· Dr. Kem Gambrell, Associate Professor, Doctoral Program in Leadership Studies   

Gonzaga University 

gambrell@gonzaga.edu 

(509) 313-3488 

 

· Dr. Shann Ferch, Professor, Leadership Studies   

Gonzaga University 

ferch@gonzag.edu 

(509) 313-3490 

 

· Margaret Galloway, Integration Lead – Change Management, retired  

Marg0225@yahoo.com 

(616) 644-3086 

 

· Ayala Kost, Vice President of Quality, Teva Pharmaceuticals   

Kost.ayala@gmail.com 

011 972 52-3667144 

Additional Feedback  

Chris has been such a great source of wisdom and guidance for me.  Her empathy and holistic perspective 

have helped me see my own truth at times when life’s distractions are doing their best to blind my way.  I 
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treasure her perspective and approach to life – valuing every moment and living for learning, growth and 

in service to others.  – A. Guy 

 

Christine is a true mentor and was an effective sounding board during a time of career transition.  She 

provided encouragement and insight, enabling me to focus positive energy on the future and learn from 

my past.  Her passion and skill in helping others is evident as is the care and wisdom in her approach – E. 

Ballman 

 

I think what you are doing is amazing. We need more people like you to help those that need to, make the 

change. I've grown a lot since you reached out to me, and I will forever be grateful you were able to put my 

thoughts on paper for me. This is helping me move forward from a lot of my traumas from the past. One 

day at a time – Veteran Feedback 

 

You are the only one who looked me in the eye; everyone else could not face my grief. – Student Feedback 

as TA  

 

Christine has a gift for being fully present with those facing death, and their loved ones.  She openly offers 

them a forum to share what is important, to talk about favorite memories, to laugh and to cry.  By doing 

so, she discovers the heart of what makes them unique, then with great thoughtfulness and care, pens a 

tangible, lasting legacy for loved ones to cherish.   – M. Soule 

 

To hold a written copy of a thoughtful reflection on a life often seems more meaningful and durable than 

the spoken word.  People are pleased to be able to share their story with others.    Christine had an 

intuitive way of getting to the reality of people’s lives.  It was amazing to see how she picked up on the 

spiritual essence of individuals and families. G. Carlson 

 

… In To the Moon and Back to Me: What I Learned from Four Running Feet, Christine Hassing explores the 

lessons of nature, the power of connection -- even with a dog -- and how our awareness of the life bubbling 

around us can lead us back to ourselves…The narrative is filled with powerful insights, lessons and 

reflections on life, on purpose, and on the metaphor of the road. Addressing the reader at the start of the 

story, the author unveils her gift for insight when she states: "I met a gentleman who shared what would 

become the foundation to my belief about life. No moment is coincidence. No person crosses our path 

unplanned." Christine Hassing communicates in a very compelling voice and shows a unique gift at 

exploring human emotions and navigating the deeper layers of the human heart.  -  Romuald Dzemo for 

Readers' Favorite 


